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	Statement No: 17
	DATE: 08/11/2015
	PROJECT AREA: Design
	TITLE PROBLEM STATEMENT: TRC0904 and ongoing LRFD bridge evaluation study have identified deficiencies in current AHTD practice with pile driving and acceptance. The AHTD tests 2 to 10 percent of all piles within projects using PDA. The remaining 90 to 98 percent of piles on a project are driven either to specified design elevations, to practical refusal, or to a specified final blow count based on ENR formula which is fundamentally incorrect. This practice of pile acceptance can generally be characterized by a ‘tick‐the‐box’ approach whereas what is needed is an integrated whole system approach to ensure that every pile on a site meets the design requirements. The presence of site variability alone is sufficient to prohibit extending the results of a tested pile to untested piles, thus every pile in a project is equally important, and should be tested. To properly determine pile capacity both Hammer Energy and Pile Movement need to be known. Typically AHTD assumes a fixed hammer efficiency, and that the energy delivered to the pile is relatively constant and well known. Unfortunately this is not true by a long shot. An assumption of constant energy will result in equivalent error ranges of achieved capacity. This is a problem which can only be overcome by some form of measurement on every pile. This research project will introduce a new approach that has the ability to monitor and verify in real-time the capacity of every installed pile on a jobsite at a minimum QA/QC cost. Testing 100% production piles could allow significant cost savings in the construction of bridge foundations by using higher resistance factors.
	OBJECTIVES: 1) Identify an easy, quick and cost-effective method for measuring pile capacity of every pile on AHTD jobsite: by investigating the possibility to test 100% of production piles using non-contact device in tandem with PDA testing on piling projects.3) Increase the accuracy in measuring pile set or equivalent blow count for each hammer blow and conduct a feasibility study of continuously measuring driving resistance for each and every pile on jobsite.4) Evaluate the practicability of measuring the maximum pile movement, maximum pile velocity, displacement‐time response, velocity‐time response, and delivered energy for every individual pile on jobsite.5) Minimize the cost of the quality assurance program by combining several construction control methods on same construction site.
	FORM OF RESEARCH IMPLEMENTATION: Project deliverables and implementation are in the form of a comprehensive research report detailing the following benefits:(1) Improved capacity estimate in real‐time for every pile through individual and accurate measurements of hammer transferred energy and pile movement. (2) Potential cost savings in the construction of bridge foundations through the use of a higher resistance factor without compromising the safety of the structure. (3) Cost-effective monitoring program through a combination of non-contact pile monitoring device and PDA testing.
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